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V-NECK
VEST

CRICKET
SHIRT

self fabric v-neck & armhole trim (sleeveless)Ÿ
straight arm (long sleeve)Ÿ
Interlock 250 fabricŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 3569 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL sleeveless
Pattern 3566 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL long sleeve

V-neck vest (sleeveless & long sleeve)

stand up collar with neck zip or without zipŸ
raglan short sleeveŸ
Micromesh cool/dry fabricŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 535 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL with zip
Pattern 536 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y with zip
Pattern 635 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL without zip
Pattern 636 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y without zip 

Cricket shirt
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ELITE
POLO

POLO

polo with collar and placketŸ
set in sleeveŸ
Micromesh cool/dry fabricŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 052 - unisex adult sizes XS - 5XL short sleeve
Pattern 871 - unisex youth sizes 4Y - 16Y short sleeve
Pattern 1818 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL long sleeve
Pattern 874 - unisex youth sizes 4Y - 16Y long sleeve

Polo shirt 
with short sleeve or long sleeve

button up placket with collarŸ
Airmesh side panels with piping Ÿ
Micromesh cool/dry fabricŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 3043 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL short sleeve
Pattern 3045 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y short sleeve
Pattern 3091 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL long sleeve
Pattern 3092 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y long sleeve

Elite polo shirt
with short sleeve or long sleeve
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ELITE
CRICKET

PANTS

CRICKET
PANTS

elastic waist with drawstring cordŸ
Trimesh back yokeŸ
side panels with piping Ÿ
inseam pocketsŸ
Interlock 250 fabricŸ
slim fitŸ

Pattern 1410 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 1412 - ladies adult sizes 8 - 24
Pattern 1411 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

Elite cricket pants

elastic waist with drawstring cordŸ
side pocketsŸ
Interlock 250 fabricŸ
modern fitŸ

Pattern 533 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 539 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

Cricket pants
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Studio designs - Cricket

Aberfeldie Callington Echunga

Lackrana Narbethong Onkaparinga

Palgarup Sandford

We've made it easy for 
you. Choose a cricket 
studio design, then hop 
on over to our web-
based design facility to 
fully customise with 
your own colours, logos, 
names and numbers. 
Unlimited use of colours 
and graphics allows you 
endless design options.

Tabulam

Falmouth Hadfield Jabiru
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Individual number fonts

Standard cricket numbering
Below are some examples of fonts used in cricket garments. As a standard cricket numbers appear on the back 
only. Check with your association regarding legal numbers.

Cricket standard adult size =  254mm (10 inch)
Cricket standard youth size = 200mm (8 inch)

*This is the standard font used on all cricket 
 garments if a specific font is not requested

Micromesh
An advanced lightweight 
mesh knit fabric built for 
optimal moisture transfer, 
fast drying and good sun 
protection. 

�120gsm & 165gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�hydrophilic treatmentŸ
��Ideal for polo shirts, Ÿ
singlets, t-shirts

Cricket fabrics

Trimesh
An open weave lightweight 
fabric with high stretch, 
constructed for optimal air 
flow. During high energy 
activities this fabric keeps 
the wearer cool and dry. 

�130gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�excellent for panellingŸ
�ideal for panelling in Ÿ
shorts

Honeycomb
This lightweight mesh knit 
fabric is designed for optimal 
moisture transfer and fast 
drying. The special weave 
keeps you extra cool and 
provides a textured finish. 

�155gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�Honeycomb weaveŸ
�ideal for shirts, polo shirts, Ÿ
t-shirts and singlets

Airmesh
A medium weight open 
weave fabric which keeps 
the wearer cool and dry. 
Airmesh has a similar look 
and feel to Trimesh but with 
minimal stretch it is perfect 
for panelling in Polos.

�143gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
excellent for panellingŸ
�ideal for panelling in Ÿ
singlets and polo shirts

Interlock 250
This shiny, soft, silky fabric 
specially knitted for 
sublimation is both 
comfortable & robust.

�250gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�excellent for high Ÿ
resolution images & rich 
colours
�ideal for pants, shorts and Ÿ
vests
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